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DISCLAIMER
This rc~rt
was prepared as an account of work spxrsorcd by an agency of [he UniM
Statu
Gcwernmcnt
Neither the United SIatcs Government
nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, make.s any warrarrly, express or implied, or assumes any legal Iiabilily or rcaponsibility for [he acxurucy, canple[erress,
or uscf,~ln~
of any information,
apparalus, product, or
process disclo xi, or represents tha! its use would not infringe privately ownd rights, Reference herein 10 any spific
commcrciul prcducI, procc+a, or scrvi~ by trade name, trndcmnrk,
manufnclurcr,
or otherwise das not necessarily constiluw or imply ils cndorscmcnl,
rccommcndaliorr, or favoring by [hc Unilcd Slates Government
or tiny agency Ihmoof, The VICWS
and opinions of srulhors expressed herein do 1101 necessarily state or rcflcxt those of Ihc
Uni[cd Stales Governmcnl
or any agency thereof,

ABSTRACT
to
FIRAC
Is a rmdiuwslzed
computer
code designed
predict
fire-induced
flows,
temperatures,
and material
transport
within
the
ventilating
syst?ms
and
other
The
airflow
pathways
in
nuclear-related
facilities.
code
{s
destg,led
to
analyze
the
behavior
of
interof romns and typical ventilation
connected
networks

system components. This code is one in a faintlyof
cotnputercodes that is designed to provide Improved
methods of safety analysis for the nuclear industry.
The structure of this code closely follows that of the
$reviously
developed
TVENT and EVENT codes.
Because
a
lumped-parameter
formulation
Is
used,
this
code
is
particularly
suitable
fo~
calculating
the
effects
of
fires
in the far field (that is, in regions removed

from the fire compartrncnt),here the fire may be rep-.
resented parametrlcnlly. F3wever, a ffre compartment
model ‘o simulate cond~tions in the enclosure is
in~luded, This model provides transport source terms
to the ventilation system that can affect its operation and in turn affect the fire, A b!sic material
transport capability that features the effects of convection, deposition, entrainment, And filtration of
material is Included. The Interrelated effects of
filter pluggfng, heat transfer, gas dynamics, and
material transport are taken into account, In th!s
paper we will sumnarize the physical models used to
describe the gas dynamics, material transport, and
heat transfer processes, II@ also wfll illustrate hou
u’singthe code,
a typical faclllty is modeled
lNTROOUCTION
FIRAC (1) is a cunputer code that is designed to
predict the ~lmultaneous gas dynnic, material transport, and heat transport transients that occur In a
is
subjected
to
a fire.
facilit,y that
The
code
ts
and the
directed
toward
nuclear
funl
cycle
facllltles
primary release pathway-the ventlldtion system. However the code ~s applicable to other facilities and
can e used to model other airflow pathwayg within a
structure,
The models used in the code may be divided into
three principal categories,

o
Gas dynam{cs models
Material transport models
o
Heat transfer models
o
A brief surmnaryof these models is given below. He
have chosen to discuss the gas dynamics and convective
material transport capabilities of the FIRAC code in
detail. The code allows the user to cou;le to it any
fire compartment model available provided that the output of the compartment model is in one of two forms.
Pressure ar,dtemperature time history
o
Energy and mass time history
He wi;l illustrate the use of the code in modeling a
typica; nuclear facility.
MOOELS OF PHYSICAL PHENOMENA
The lumped-parameter method is the basic forNo
mulation that describes the airflow system,
spatial distribution of parmeters
is considered in
this approach, although an effect of soatlal disNetwork
tribution can be approximated by noding,
thbory, using the lumped-parameter mthod, includes a
number of system elenmts called branches joined at
Ventilat~on s,vstam
certain point! called nodes.
components that exhihit flow resistance and inwtla
(such as dampers, ducts, valves, and filters) and that
exhlblt floti potential
(such
as blowers)
are
located
within

the branches
of the system,
The
connection
points
of branches
are
that have finite volumes, such
components

nodes

for

as rooms,
gloveboxes, and plenums, and for bound~ries where the
volums is practically infinite, Therefore, all internal
fluid mas! and
nodes POSSOSS some flni~a volunM where
energy storage are taken Into account.

Gas Dynamics

(~)

Mass
Equatlnn,
The continuity equation (ccmserve?lon of ma~~
is applied at each internal node,
The mass equation for such nodal points is

b

(1)
k

where ~ Is the mess flow rqte in branch k, and P is
the density of the node. M
IS
the user-specified
mass source per unit time for 1 he volune, and V Is the
volme of the node. The convention used here is that
positive mass flows represent flow Into the node.

The Individual
canponents
that
the
network
branches
are
discussed
below.

tion

Energv Equation. The energy equation used In the
code 1s

f
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of incc4nA momentum
●quation
Momentun Equation.
le form for a fict with constant area 1s used.
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where t and A are the duct length and cross-section
area, p Is the ave,’agedensity In the branch, g is the
acceleration of gravity, and AZ Is the elevation change
across the branch, The values f and D represent the
Moody friction fhctor and hydraulic dlnr!er, respectively. For a branch w!th sudden area change, the
following momentum equatton {s obtained.

(5)

(6)
I represents the Ifsrtia effect of the flow pdth between nodal points i and j. This Includes the rooms
is well #s the d~ct, K ff is tho total effectiva
resistance coefficient; t%e minor 10ss0s, such as
turning, entrmca. ~nd exit, arti represented by the
“!,
An implicit numertcal scheme fs used to solve for
the pressuri! and density corrections at each node.
procu$
continu.s until both th~ presThe ;teret’v~
sure and densf~y corrections approach zero and the
system Is balanced.
Branche! form tha connection bttwoen any thu
nodes. Mranch models are provided to rtprescnt
o ducts,
e d~ri
or valves,
o flltors, and
o blowers or fans.

modeled
using
A distinguishing
IS the nonlinear

In

the

modeled
more

wlthln
detail

momentum
equacharacteristic

steady-state

pres-

(7)

Rov2,

●

where Ap is the pressure drop across the duct, P is the
density, v is the gas velocity, and R !s a constant
resistance coefficient. The code will calculate the
value of the resistance coefftclent based on the initial values of pressure drop and flow. Alternately, a
user-specified resistance coefficient may be used,
The resistance Coefftclents are used to obtain both
results.
the steady-state and transient
Because a lumped-parameter formulation is used in
this code, no spatial distribution of parameters along
the length of the duct Is calculated. However, the
user may obtain more spatial detail by dividing the
duct into a nmber of smaller sections. For example, a
100-ft-long duct could be treated as 10 lo-ft-long
dL$ctsin Sertes,
The heat transfer effpcts along the length of the
duct will be calculated if requested by the user.
Otherwise, heat transfer effects ar: neglected.
Filters. Filters are modeled as elements that
exhib-resistance
to flow (that 1s, no tnertia,
buoyancy, or heat transfer). In general, the pressure
drop across a clean filter consists of a sum of linear
and quadratic dependence on the flow rate, The equation is of the form
Apo

where

Ducts
are
above.

of the duct ~del
sure drop relationship
Ap

where the nodal pressure is D. and R. C.. and Cn represent the gas constant, speclflc heat-at-constan[ voiune
and specific h~at at constant pressure, respectively.
Tk and Vk are the branch gas temperature and
The
temperature associated with mass
velocity.
addition is Ts, a~d the energy additton is Es. A
perfect gas law has been used to Obtdfn this expression.

pressTb

Ducts.
~sed

are

■

aQ + bsQ2

,

(8)

where tip is the filter pressure drop, Q is the volumetric ?1OW rate, CI is the gas density, and a and b
we constants. In encral, use of only the linear part
of the curve (b ■ o! is applicable to fire situations,
In this case, the code w~ll calculate thr value of the
resistance coefficient, a, based on !nltial values of
pressures and flow rates. If necmsary, the canplete
equation ray be specified; thts option requires addi.
tional user information.
is provided when there ts
A filter plug Ink Model
material accwnulat!on on the filter, The net result
is that a ftlter with mater:al accumulated on it Is
modeled by a relatlon of the form
(9)
where Ap is the pressure drop for a clran filter (at
the sn$flow
rate), Ap is the pressure drop for the
dirty fflter, M
is the material mass on the filter,
and o is the fll!er plugglng factor
dependent on filtar
and material properties and has units of the reciproca:
of mass. The re~istance for cilrty filters usually is
esttmatad as 2 to 5 t{mes that for clean filters,
exhlblt
to
mod,l*el%t~aN~
‘Wers only
‘“d raslstance
‘a’ves are
flow.
The pres8ure drop across theta elements ~s
md~lcd as a quadrat!c dependence on the flow rate,
Ap _ RQ2

,

(lo)

The resistance coefficient, R, may be calculated by the
cod. or speclfiad by the ustr.

Blowers and Fans. The blower nmdel essertlally
curve
of the blower
obtained
depends on he performance
conditions. The model then adjusts these
at standard
performance
at
off-design
data to predict the blower
The blower
head/flow
conditions.
is
specified
as
a n~er
of
obtained
from
the
hlanufacturer’s

characteristic
curve
points
on
the
curve
and measured at
data

standard conditions (o .0.075 lb/ft3).
The curtie
then is approximated by a ntier of straight-line segments as shown in Fig. 1. All the segments should
have a negative slope,
During a fire transient, the gas density at the
fan may vary a great deal, and the curve nwst be
modified to take into account the density variation
frcxnstandard conditions. Similarity analysis as well
as experimental nre~$urensents
show that it is possible
to correlate the blower performance at any densit
if the performance at a giver density (P = PJ’) “
is
measured.
In the solution procedure for the gas dynamics it
is necessary to have an expression for the flow rate as
a fllnctionof the differential pressure, Therefore,
the solution is of the form

fi - 9($P

(11)

,

where Q is the volumetric flow rate of the blower, hp
is the static pressure difference across the blower,
and oo is the standard density from the manufacturer’s literature,
Rooms, Cells, or Plenums, Components that have a
finitts volume (such as rocnns, ylovehoxes, plenums,
cells, and so on) are modeled using capacitance or room
nodes, The capacitance of the r,ode is represented by
its volume. Duct volume should be taken into account
by including its volume in an adjacent room(s), Mass
and energy storage at these nodes is taken ir,toaccount
by us~rtg the equations for conservation of mass and
energy, The conservation equations are applied to thi
roan nodes using a lumped-parameter formulation assuming a homogeneous n!ixture and thermodynamic equilibrium, Therefore, spatial details within tha nodes are
nnt predicted.
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An ideal gas (air) equation of state is assumed
in the conservation equations. In the room nodes, the
user may specify various combinations of pressure and
temperature transient values along with various cbinutions of energy
and mass sourres.
If
the quantities
code.

are

n~t

specified,

they

Leakage
paths
be approximated

are

from

calculated

the

system

by

the

to

the

in the model by using a
boundary node and a fictitious duct. The initial
specified duct flow rate is the desired leak race.
During the collrse of a transient, the leak rate will
vary depending on t+e calculated system pressure
response.
atmosp P ere

may

rn~terfalTransport Models

(~)

The object of the material transport portion of
the code is to estimate the movement of mater al
(aerosol or gas) in an interconnected network of
vent.ilItion system components represerlting a gi en
IJsing
this
capability,
the code
fuel cycle fa~il!ty.
can calculate material concentrations and material
MdSS
flow rdteS dt anj location !n the net~rk.
Furthermore, the code will perform these transport
calculatio~$ for various gas-dyndmic transients. The
code solves the entire network for transient flow and
in so doing t~kes into account system interactions.
A generalized treatment of mnterial transport
under fire-induced accident conditifns could becc+ne
very complex,
Severdl different types cif materials
could be transported, Also, nmre than one phase could
be involved including solidc, liquids, dnd gases with
phdSe trNMitiOIIS. Chemical reactions could occur
durfng t}sansport, leading to the formation of new
species. Further, for each type of material there
will be a size distribution that varies with time and
position oependin
on the relative importance of
effects such as R omogeneous nucleation, coagulation
(materi&l Interaction), diffusion (both by Brownian
motion and $Y turbulence), and gravftat~onal sedimentation,
We know of no codes thdt can handle
transient flow induced material transport in a network
system subject to the possibility of all of these
Cchllplicdtions,The transport portion of the code also
does not includa this level of generality. However,
this version of thu code does provide a simple material
transport capability.
The material transport components of this code
consist of the following.
1
Material characteristics
2
Transport fn(tiation
~1
3
Convnctfve transport
4) Aerosol depletion
(5) Filtration
Materldl characteristics and trdn$port. !nitfation are
areas that must be considered by the user as he begins
to set up th~ code to solve a given problem, Calculations of convective transport, aerosol depletion, and
filtration are performed automatically by the code.
Items 2-5 are actually separate subroutines or modules
withtn the code. Item 3, convective transport, is a
key subroutine that calls on items Z, 4, and 5 as
naeded durinq the course of the calculation. He dl$O
wI1l tpacify the required user spoc~ficattons and
provide appropriate references for the theory in each
case,
Mat@rial Characterlstlcs, rhe limitations of tho
mtter~n}ansport
models w~
regard to tho physfcal
and chemical characteristics of the matwial are as
follows. The pneumatically transportable contaminant

material can consist of any number of aerosol or gaseous species. However, no phase transitions or chIcal reactions are allowed. For exmnple, condensation
and gas-t.o-particleconversion are not permitted. If
the contaminant is an aerosol (solid particles or
llquid droplets suspended In air), a size distributor)
can be simulated. In this case, with;n each size
range, the material will be treated tis monodlsperse
(@qual-SIZed), homogeneous (uniform density), spherical
particles or droplets during a given code run. Both
the size and density of each specie must be specified
by the user.
If the contaminant Is a gas, it Is
assumed to be inert.

Under the dynamic equilibrium condition, the particulate velocity is almost identical to the gas
velocity everywhere and at any instance. N&me Y.
Upi

-

Ui

(16)

.

represents the gas vel~city in the pa hway i.
u+
Substituting that into Eq. (15) ‘and recalling the gas
mass flow In branch 1,

(17)

‘

‘7-~iuih
we obtain

Cor,vectiveTrans ort. The code includes a simple
materl%~s
por
&with
the capability of p.r~
dieting
airborne
material
distribution
in a flow
netAccidental
work
and
its
release
to the
environment.
release
to
the
environment
from
a fire
is
a major
concern
In
nuclear
facilities
because
the
airborne
material
could
be
radioactive
or
chemically
toxic.
The model is based on the assumptions that the Particle

size is small and its mass fra~tion is small relative
to the gas mass In the same volume. This allows us to
assume that the material and the gas form a homogeneous mixture and that they are in dynamic equilibrium,
In this case, the gas-dynamic aspect of the problem is
not affected by the presence of the airborne material,
and the particulate or material velocity is the same
bs the gas velocity at any locatlon and time. Accordingly,the o,llyrelation needed to describe the motion
of the material is the continuity quation.
The continuity equatiun for any phaze or component
in a mixture is
(12)

The time-derivative term on the left-hand side represents the change of the particulate density inside a
c~ctro] volume V. The first term on the right-hdnd
side is the particulate flow through the boundary S of
the volume V, Rnd the last term is the #articulate
and up are the nlxture dmnsity and
source,
particulat:pvelocity, respectively. M
Asstimin~ ga;n~rb{;
trary material source term.
uniform over the cr,ntrel volume and using the same
representation we used in the gas dynamics for the gas
continuity eq’)ation,Eq. (12) beccxnes
(13)
Here we drop the vector notion for the velocity but add
subscript i to !ndicate the flow path connecting to
that volume. Ai is the flow area and u j is the
‘low velocity normal to the area. The positiveness of
is
referred tu as the flow into the
the flux term
volume,
(defined as
the mass
[introducing ~P
fractinn of the particulate) into Eq. (13),

(14)
or

v%
.:,[F

Ypi pi ‘pi At ‘“p-

YPV*

1

,

(15)

tarm in Eq, (15) is the gas density chango and
The last
it dotormined by th, gas continuity equation,

.

.

G#”+;ypmi+Mp
[

-Ypvg.

(18)

1

Equation (18) is a differential equaticn for the unmj)
known Yp.
Once the gas-dynamic quantities (o,
are known, Eq. (18) car? be integrated to obtain Y
t a new time. The advantage of using Yp instead oF
iS no} subject to the
I
as an unknown is that V
Once Yp is
effect of cc+npressibility gs is ?..
calculated, the particulate density can be obtained
throl’j;,
‘ - Ypo
.
(19)
‘P
The quantity mass fraction (or molar frection) has been
used extensively In fluid flow with chemical reaction,
Finally, we must mphasize again that the assumptions we have made about the dilute condition of particulate enable us to solve the gas-dynamic problem
independently. The validity of the assumptions depends
on the individual case, but we do believe this simple
model provid~z a framewrk to establish a more enhanced
combustion product transport _cheme.
,Naterial Depletion. Once the user h~s chosen to
exercise he material transport option, he can calculate aerosol losses caused by gravitational sedimentation in rectangular or round horlznntal ducts. Aerosol
depletion may bt calculated throughout ttie network
during transient flow. The theory is based on quasisteady-state settling wtth the terminal settliog
velocity corrected by the Cunningham slip factor. The
flow in ducts and rooms !s assumed to be well-mixed so
that the aerosol concentration is uniform within the
Volunmo The user must supply the aerosol diameter,
dels!ty, and duct height t~ this nmdel, The aerosol
may consist of solid particles or liquid dr~plets.
Ouct

Heat Transfer

The purpose of the duct heat transfer model is to
predict how the combustion g~s in th~ systwn heats up
or cools down as it flows tl,roughoutthe duct~ in the
ventilating syftern, The model predicts the temperature of the gas leaving any section of the duct if the
inlet temperature and gas properties are known, An
ancllliary result of the calculation yields the duct
wall tempe’’ature. A duct cwlponent is the only one
for which a heat transfer calculation is performed.
7urthernmre, the calculatlm Is parformed in a given
duct only if that branch has been flagged in the user
specifications, Experience in using the code has shown
that duct heat transfer calculations can increase th~
mnputer running tlnm by d factor of 2. Therefore, we
advis, that duct heat transfer calculations be p@rformed only where naaded, The maio region of interest
and concern is generally those d~cts downstream from

the fire compartment and especially between the fire
compartment and any filters downstremn from the fire
compartment.
The overall model is composed of five distinct
sub-models of heat transfer processts along with a
numerical solutlon procedure to evaluate them, The
heat transfer mocesses modeled are the followin~.
o Forced” convection heat transfer betwe;n the
combustion gas and the inside duct walls
0
Radiation heat transfer between the cc+nbustion
qas and the inside duct WdllS
Heat conduction through the duct wall
0
transfer from the
● Natural convection heat
●

outside
duct
walls
to the surroundings
Radiation
heat
transfer
frcxn
the
outs’
to the atmosphere
walls

FACILITY ANALYSIS EXAPLE

de duct

(~)

Facility Description
As an example fire accident, we have se ected a
slug-pre s fire in a pit enclosure In a large,
2474.9-a
(87 400-ft3) process canyon.
For illustrative purposes we chose to model a fuel fabrication
plant (or a part of one) using the facility shown in
Fig. 2. He located the prucess canyon at node 10 in
Fig, 2. The initial steady-state v lumetric fl w rate
through the process canyon Is 56.6 a!/s (2000ft /rein).
The ,’entilationsystem inlet and outlet, burned-out
giove ports, and all other leak paths must be
consid~red as potential flow paths for aerosol-laden
air in tile case of a fire becduse the fire could
produce a positive gauge pressure In a rocun under
certain conditions.
Each facility (fue? fabrication plant, reprocessing plant, and so on) has unique parameter for
For instance, in fires, this
each accident type.
requires selecting the ctiination
of combustible
materials along with the radioactive mr.terialsat risk
that could become airborne from the accident-qenerated
stresses. Materials thdt ere at risk generall~ include
divided
powders
(for
spills)
open conta ners of finely
spills
and boiling)
and contaminated
and liquid (for
nonccmbust ble
contaminated
combustible
surfaces,

material (liquids and solids), liquid and powders in
containers that could exceed design pressures and fall
when heated in fires, and radioactive metals, such as
plutonlum or uranium. that are combustible in them
se’ves.
He selected the slug-p~ess enclosure for the
example fire because it contains combustible hydraulic
fluid, large numbers of combustible rubber gloves set
in glove ports, and surface contamination that can
becmne airborne during the fire.
Fire Accident Description
Although FIRAC will accept arbitrary parametrization of the f!re accident from compartment fire models,
we have chosen to define these parameters without using
a co+npartmentfire model.
The following are considered as combustibles in
the hypothetical example accident.
●
1 pt of acetone used in cleaning a hydraulic
fluid spill
* 2 pt of hydraulic fluid
o 34.3 kg of other cmnbustibles (rubber gloves,
other elastomers, and plastics) calculated as
1,3 butadiene rubber
The radioactive source terms are a result of contamination on the rubber canbustibles and on a mixed-oxide
storage container that overpressurizes and spills at
230 s, resulting in 940 g of airborne matcriul.
In defining an accident scenario, we recognize
that accidents probably only occur if abnormal conditions exist in the room or process area of concern.
Th~se fibnormalities could be spilled cc+’nbustibles,
inappropriately used solvents, failed and shorted
electrical equipment, leaked explosive gases, degr jed
Ion exchange resins, weakened process equipment, and
accidentally arranged critical masses,
The fire example was constructed from two abnormalities, a leaky slug press and an accidental spill
during cleanup with a flanmable solvent, The solvent
was spilled and ignited by hot equipment, which In
turn caused the leaked slug-press fluid to burn and
melt the rubber gloves, additigto the burning materia”l,
Tbe accident data shown in Table I result frm this
hypothetical scenario. The combustible mater~~ls were

b

Fig. 2 FIRAC representation of a fuel processing facility
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assumed to burn completely over the same time Interval.
The fire source terms are sh~wr? schematically In
Fig. 3.
Using the facility describwi above, we can calculate the effect of h fire in the process canyon as
described above. He will use the FIRAC computer code
to show what the analyst can determine {n this example.
He have added three nodes In the exhaust duct from node
ntier 10 to better calculate the spattal temperature
variation leavlng the process canyon. The revised
detail nodlng is shown in Fig. 4.
CalculativeAResults. The Initial pressure in the
orocess canycn fs~mw.g.
(-0.3 in. w.g.). During
the transient, this pressure is expected to increase
because ~f two factors.
1. Volumetric expansion of the g?.s In the fire
compa~tment (and possibly reverse flw In the
intake ducts) bhckus6 of heating from the
fire.
2. A gener~l dncrease In the ffk-e compartnwnt
exhaust flow rate, which has two causes.
o Cegradati~n !n th) blower performance
because of higher temperatures (lower
dcnslties) at the exhaust blower inlet
o Higher resistance to flow In the exhaust
duct because of filter plugging
The FIRAC-predicted pressure transient experienced In
the procesf canyon Is shown In Fig. 5 and is d
consequence of the above factors (as are the other
rosultt). The process canyon generally experiences
posftive preszure for 3Z5 s. During the period of
positive prpssure, unft?teretdleakag~ from the canyon
and reverse flow In the intake ducts {s a possibility.
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The resulting reverse flow in the intake ducts !s
shown In Fig. 6. The supply duct experiences a flow
reversal for approximately 4 min. whereas the corrfdor
flow rate remains negative because of fi)ter plugging
by particulate material. These negative flows could
contaminate the facility.
Two of the principal results of the calculation
are the gas temperature and the differential pressure
that occur at various locations, especially the
filters. The temperature at the process canyon exhaust
filter is shown in Fig. 7. The maximum temperature
reached is 4610F, and therefore, the filter is not
in jeopardy because of high temperatures. The differential pressure across this filter is shown in Fig. 8.
The peak differential pressure achieved is 10.7 cmw.g.
(4.2 in. w.g.), which is well below the filter’s
breaking point.
The particulate species are injected and mixed
with the combustion gas in the process canyoh, are
further dilutd
by the intake air, and are swept
constantly into the exhaust system. In the exhaust
~ystem, they are swept toward the filters and diluted
by merging airstreams. Figure 9 shows the distribution of each species at the end of the calculation
The largest fraction of each species
(lOmin).
remains airborne .zt this time, and almost none escape
through the exhaust fi?ters because all exhaust from
the system must pass through double filtration.
SUMUARY
He have discussed a computer code called FIRAC
that is designed to predict simultaneous gas dynamic,
material transport, a~d neat transport transients that
occur ir a facility that is subjected to fire. The
code is directed toward nuclear fuel cycle facilities
and the primary release pathway—the
ventilation
system, We have described the gas-dynamic and material
convection models In considerable detail. The heat
transfer models that are used in the code are listed
for review. Finally, we have illustrated the application of the FIRAC computer code with a hypothetical
fire in a fuel fabrication facility,
Temperature,
press,jve, flow, and m~terial distribution data within
the facility at selected locations are provided.
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